
SALES KIT



ABOUT US

SALARYMAN, created by Good Meal Concept, is a two-floor Japanese Bar and
Restaurant in Forbestown, BGC. The first floor is considered the main dining area

where guests can share a few drinks over a simple meal. The second floor is a special
"subway-themed" bar called 4649 (a Japanese text slang for the work Yoroshiku "Nice

to meet you!") aimed for late-night drinking with small bites.
 



JAPANESE
COMFORT FOOD



TRADITIONAL
IZAKAYA DRINKS



INTERIOR
SALARYMAN



INTERIOR
4649



REGULAR 
RATES 

RATES
Fully consumable for food and drinks
Inclusive of 12% vat and 10% service charge
Use of the space for four [4] hours
Utilities [not exceeding 10 amperes]

ADDITIONAL CHARGES
Events exceeding four [4] hours will be charged an additional
consumable amount of PHP 10,000 for every hour or fraction thereof.
If a DJ is needed, we can provide a list to choose from. The DJ Fee is to
be paid in cash directly to the talent. [Applicable only if renting 4649]
Any charges for damages [i.e. damaged tables or chairs, broken
glassware, etc.] will be added to the final bill.
In cases where a guest vomits in the space, a cleaning fee of PHP 1,500
will be charged.

Weekdays
Sun-Wed

Weekend
Thurs-Sat

Salaryman

35,000

45,000

Salaryman 
+ Al Fresco

50,000

60,000

4649
[2nd Floor]

75,000

100,000

Capacity 28 [seated]
+

6 [standing]

40 [seated]
+

6 [standing]

34 [seated]
+

16 [standing]
 



DECEMBER
RATES 

RATES
Fully consumable for food and drinks
Inclusive of 12% vat and 10% service charge
Use of the space for four [4] hours
Utilities [not exceeding 10 amperes]

ADDITIONAL CHARGES
Events exceeding four [4] hours will be charged an additional
consumable amount of PHP 10,000 for every hour or fraction thereof.
If a DJ is needed, we can provide a list to choose from. The DJ Fee is to
be paid in cash directly to the talent. [Applicable only if renting 4649]
Any charges for damages [i.e. damaged tables or chairs, broken
glassware, etc.] will be added to the final bill.
In cases where a guest vomits in the space, a cleaning fee of PHP 1,500
will be charged.

Weekdays
Sun-Wed

Weekend
Thurs-Sat

Salaryman

40,000

50,000

Salaryman 
+ Al Fresco

60,000

70,000

4649
[2nd Floor]

100,000

125,000

Capacity 28 [seated]
+

6 [standing]

40 [seated]
+

6 [standing]

34 [seated]
+

16 [standing]



CONDITIONS OF BOOKING
BOOKING FEES:

A 50% deposit of the rate is required to reserved the event date and time. Payment may be made by cash, check, bank deposit, or gcash. Check payments shall be made to
GOOD MEAL CONCEPT RESTAURANT CORPORATION.
An acknowledgment receipt will be issued for all payments made prior to the event. Official receipt will be issued on day of the event, after the event duration, when all charges
have been settled.
If booking is cancelled less than five [5] days prior to the event, no deposit will be refunded. 
All balances must be paid on the day of the event including any and all additional charges.

SET-UP:

Only minimal decorations allowed. No hanging items. No paint, nails, screws and staples should be used on our walls. Any tape materials must be properly removed and any
wall damage will be added to the final charges. 
Strictly no party poppers, sparklers, and glitters.
Any decoration outside of Salaryman + 4649 is subject to the approval of Megaworld, and must be directly coordinated with them.

SAFETY AND SECURITY:

The Client understands the maximum capacity of each space and will not exceed this limit.
Client agrees, for everyone’s safety, to ensure alcoholic beverages are consumed in a responsible manner. 
Conduct deemed disorderly [i.e. physical violence, drug use] at the sole discretion of the Salaryman+4649 staff shall be grounds for immediate expulsion from the premises and
conclusion of the rental period. In such cases, no refund of the rental fee shall be made. 
Salaryman+4649 takes no responsibility for personal effects and possessions left on premises during or after any event. If an item is recovered, every attempt will be made to
return it to its rightful owner. 

OTHER CONDITIONS:

No food and drinks are allowed inside the DJ's booth.
After agreed end time of the event, all unconsumed liquor bottles bought from Salaryman + 4649 must be brought home by the Client. 



FOR BOOKINGS, PLEASE CONTACT:

Katrina Cornelio
katrina@goodmealconcept.com

+63 906 529 5604
 

IG: @salarymanx4649
FB: /salarymanx4649


